FIELD A
Lacrosse is a game that fast breaks with our
normative language of time. Currently, we faceoff
time through the clock. Lacrosse is a sport that
demands we speak of time in different terms than
deadlines or seconds. To play lacrosse is to call
something “green” in order to refer to the temporal
dimension of an object.
The lacrosse ball is always delayed by the crosse.
The crosse as projection as opposed to extension
places time as an looking-ahead. The player is
barred from the one-to-one substitution of object
and player in most sports. They are forced to
renegotiate time through delay.
To play lacrosse means to cross check with this
delay. The crease of this delay changes with the
force and direction you swing the lacrosse
instrument in. It is in a face-off with the norm. The
delay is a gap, a fissure in our present referee of
time. To play lacrosse means to develop a new
language of time based off this unnameable delay.
Lacrosse players must develop a language of delay
amongst their teammates. The opposing team are
code-breakers, aiming to translate your team’s
langue of delay in order to interject and steal the ball
from you. The langue of delay you and your
teammates
make,
must,
therefore,
be
understandable to your teammates, but also obtuse
enough that it avoids translation. This kind of
temporal language is against our language of the
clock, which aims to universalize and erase all
differences in our speaking time.
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